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Motivation
• Task and Motion Planning (TAMP) refers to a problem setting in which a 

robot has to solve long-horizon tasks that require both symbolic and 
geometric reasoning


• The emergence of Large Language Models (LLMs) as a task-agnostic 
reasoning module presents a promising pathway to general robot planning 
capabilities.


• How can we verify the correctness and feasibility of long-horizon LLM-
generated plans on the symbolic and geometric level?



Solution
• Text2Motion


• a language-based planning 
framework 


• interfaces an LLM with a library of 
learned skill policies and a policy 
sequence optimizer to solve 
geometrically complex sequential 
manipulation tasks.



Contribution
• (i) an integrated search algorithm which interleaves LLM task planning with 

policy sequence optimization to construct geometrically feasible plans for 
tasks not seen by the skill policies during training; 


• (ii) a plan termination method that infers goal states from a natural language 
instruction to verify the completion of plans. We find that our integrated 
method achieves a success rate of 64% on a suite of challenging table top 
manipulation tasks, while prior language-based planning methods achieve a 
13% success rate.



Settings
• A library of skill 


• Each skill has a natural language description and comes with a policy 
 ,a Q-function , a dynamics model 


• Actions output by the policy  are the parameters of a 
corresponding manipulation primitive  which consumes the action and 
executes a series of motor commands on the robot


• We also assume that a method exists for conveying the environment state  to 
the LLM as natural language.
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Settings
• The task planning problem is to find a sequence of skills  that is 

likely to satisfy the instruction  (for notational convenience, we will hereafter 
represent sequences with range subscripts, e.g.  ). 


• The task planning objective is to maximize the language model likelihood of 
the skill sequence  given instruction  and initial state :
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Settings
• For example, if the goal is to move a box from the table to the rack, a symbolically correct 

sequence of actions might be Pick(box), Place(box, rack). However, we must also 
consider whether the skill sequence can succeed from a geometric perspective.


• Specifically, for each skill , we need to consider the geometric feasibility of the 
underlying continuous parameters . 


• A geometrically feasible plan is one where each skill  and its continuous action 
parameter ah receives a binary reward  ; if just one action fails, then the entire plan fails.


• The geometric feasibility is defined to be the probability that all skills  achieve 
rewards
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Objective

p(r1:H | i, s1, π1:H) (2)

p(π1:H | i, s1) (1)

p(π1:H, r1:H | i, s1)
= p(π1:H | i, s1)p(r1:H | i, s1, π1:H)

(3)

the probability that a skill sequence  is both likely to satisfy instruction  and is 
geometrically feasible:

π1:H i



TEXT2MOTION
• We follow a modular approach similar to traditional TAMP methods but 

replace the commonly used symbolic task planner with an LLM. The core idea 
of this paper is ensure the geometric feasibility of an LLM task plan—and 
thereby its correctness—by predicting the success probability of learned skills 
that are sequenced according to the task plan.
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TEXT2MOTION
• This iterative approach can be described as a decomposition of the joint probability in Eq. 3 by 

timestep 


• This allows us to further decompose Eq. 5 into the joint probability of  and , which we define as 
the skill score  :
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TEXT2MOTION
• Each planning iteration is responsible for finding the skill  that maximizes the skill score at timestep . We 

decompose this score into the conditional probabilities of  and :


• We define the first factor in this product to be the language model likelihood score:


• We thus define the geometric feasibility score:


• The skill score to be optimized at each iteration of planning is therefore the product of the LLM likelihood and 
the geometric feasibility of the planned skill sequence:
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Geometric feasibility planning
• we first resolve geometric dependencies across the full skill sequence  by maximizing the product of step 

reward probabilities of the skills’ individual actions :


• where future states  are predicted by dynamics models . Note that the reward probability 
 is equivalent to a Q-function  for skill  in a contextual bandit setting with binary rewards.


• We can then estimate the geometric feasibility  (Eq. 8) in the context of the full skill sequence  by the Q-
value of the last action,


• where a∗ h is determined by STAP and  is predicted by the dynamics model. The Q-value is multiplied by the 
language model likelihood (Eq. 7) to produce the combined overall score (Eq. 9) for this skill.
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LLM goal prediction
• Given a library of predicate classifiers  describing simple geometric 

relationships of objects in the scene (e.g. {on(a, b), inhand(a), under(a, b)}), a 
list of objects  in the scene, and an instruction i, we use the LLM to predict 
goal proposition sets   that would satisfy the instruction.


• We define a satisfaction function that checks whether the 
current symbolic state —obtained from the predicate classifiers  —
satisfies any of the goal proposition sets . 


• We use  in two ways: i) as a success classifier to check whether a given 
state satisfies the natural language instruction and ii) as a chain-of-thought 
prompt when prompting the LLM for action sequences.
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Experiments

Long-horizon (LH): task requires skill 
sequences π1:H of length six or greater 
to solve. (Task 12356)


Lifted goals (LG): Goals are expressed 
over object classes rather than object 
instances. (Task 456)


Partial affordance perception (PAP): Skill 
affordances cannot be perceived solely 
from the spatial relationships described 
in the initial state s1.(Task 456)
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generate task plans: 
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Other:

code-davinci-002
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